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PREFACE

Interest in the arid regions of the \\Urld has grown i n recent decades as
human and livestock pressures on the earth's natural resources increase and
as catastrophic droughts focus attention on the hazards associated with man's
occupancy of those regions.

The vast, sparsely settled clinatic deserts are

a terrpting prospect for develoµnent to increase food and fiber production and
to relieve i;opulation pressures.
is water.

In nany people 's minds, all the deserts need

But that is a simplistic approach to a conplex situation, the

intricacies of which are seldom appreciated before agricultural developnent
is initiated.

The

t\\U

papers constituting this rei;ort on the climatic deserts

of the People's Republic of China are a contribution to an understanding of
the origin and evolution of the desert environment and of nan's i.Irpact on
a i;ortion of that environment.

Professor Chao Sung-chiao lectured, consulted with faculty members, and studied
at Texas Tech University for a short period in the surnner of 1980.

His depth

of knowledge and his infectious enthusiasm made a lasting inpression on the
people who were fortunate enough to meet him.

His visit provided the Inter-

national Center for Arid and Semi-Arid Land Studies with a rare opi;ortunity
to make available to an English-speaking audience an authoritative rei;ort on
the extensive but little-known deserts of China .

We are indebted to Professor

Chao and his colleague, Professor Han, for a valuable account .

H. E. Dregne
Horn Professor and Director
International Center for Arid and
Semi-Arid land Studies
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The Sandy Deserts and the <Dbi*:
A Preliminary Study of their Origin and Evolution
Chao Sung-chiao**
Institute of Geogra:fhy, Academia Sinica

The sandy deserts (including the sandy lands in desert, semi-desert and
steppe zones) and the gobi (gravel desert and. semi-desert)
are widely distri.
butai in northwest and north China and partly in northeast China.

These

deserts occupy a total area of al:x:>ut 1,905,000 sq km, of which al:x:>ut 637,000
sq km are sandy desert and 458·, 000 sq km gobi.
of total land area of the country.

They account for 11.4 percent

Therein, the land and .mineral resources

as well as solar energy are quite rountiful, with a considerable arrount of
water and biological resources, too.

On

the other liand, natural hazards

such as drought, sa:linization, and eolian erosion and deposition occur frequently,
laying heavy havoc on the farmlands, settlements, . roads, etc.

It is urgent

that we make better use of these natural resources, as well as meliorate
and control these natural hazards.

This study on the origin and evolution of

the sandy deserts and the gobi in China may help decide what kinds of
measures should be taken.
A.

Characteristics and Distribution of the Chinese Deserts

The Chinese deserts are locatai in the temperate zone, stretching from
750 E to 1250 E, and from 350 N to 500 N.

They are characterizai by the

following connon features:
1.

First of all, the climate is dry, with scanty and sporadic rainfall

which decreases as the distance from the sea increases.

From 106° .E westward,

. *"Gobi" ~s originally a M:mgolian \\Ord, denoting all the deserts and
sem-deserts in the _l\bngolian Plateau. Its meaning is similar to the Chinese
\\Ord "sano." Today, we use the \\Ord "gobi" as deserts and semi-deserts pavai
with gravel or rock debris, while "sano" is restrictai to sandy deserts.
**By a new Rananiza.tion of Chinese \\Ords, the author's name is Zhao Songqiao.

annual rainfall drops below 200 ran, with a considerable part as low as 10 nm.
Within the arid zone, from 106° E eastward, annual rainfall totals 200-400 nm,
still not yet adequate for dry fanning.

Rainfall variabilities, lx>th seasonal

and annual, are very great; in parts of southeastern Xinjiang, there might be

no rainfall at all for rrore than three years.
2.

'Ihe desert areas are lockerl in the inland basins or high plateaus,

mainly with elevations of 500-1500 meters alx>ve sea level (m.a.s.l.).

Ground

surfaces are rather flat or undulating and are swept frequently by strong
winds.

Their grourrl surface materials are generally loose and coarse, composerl

chiefly of sands in the sandy deserts and gravels in the gobi.
3.

Under the above-rcentionerl climatical and gearorphological conditions,

no perennial rivers ferl by local .rumff exist.

'lhere are a f&N larger rivers

which originate in the surrounding lofty rrountains capperl with eternal snow
and flow into the deserts.

The distribution of ground water resources is

quite varierl and unbalancerl:

large arrounts along the river channels and under

certain peidm:>nt plains, small arrounts in rrost parts of the region.
4.

Soil profiles are poorly developerl, with a low content of humus but

a high content of soluble salts and caroonates.
for agricultural developnent.

'Ibey are generally unfavorable

But, in local favorable places, there occur

large tracts of fertile arable lands.

It is estimaterl that in northwest China

(including Inner M:>ngolia, Ningxia, Gansu and Xinjiang) there are rrore than
260 million

m:JWS*

of arable lands of which alx>ut 160 million rrows have been

cultivaterl.
5.

Vegetation is sparse; in the desert and sani-desert zones, the

vegetative coverage is usually below 30 percent or even entirely absent in

*

1 hectare

= 15 mJWS
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large tracts.
50 percent.

In the steppe zone coverage is much better, generally a.}:x)ve
It is estimated that there are more than 290 million

IOC1WS

of

fixed and half-fixed sandy deserts and gobi with rather luxuriant vegetation
which might be used for grazing.
6.

Solar radiation is very high.

Yet, the winter season is long and

severe, while both annual and daily thermal variabilities are very great.
There was once recorded a sandy dune surface terq:>erature as high as 83°
(180° F) in the Gurbanttinggtit Desert (45° N, 87° E).

On

c

the other hand,

horizontal and vertical zonations and regional differentiation stand out quite
clearly in the Chinese deserts.

Fran west to ea.st, eight zones can be

identified (Map 1) [8].
a.

The desert zone extends from the Helan Shan (a.}:x)ut 106° E) westward.

About 90 percent of the sandy deserts and the gobi in China are distributed
in this zone.
1)

It can be sul:x:livided into five regions as follows:
The Tarim Basin (southwest Xinjiang).

The sandy deserts and the

gobi are arranged in concentric belts in an elliptic 'i nland basin.

The gobi

with an area. of a.}:x)ut 150 m.:i,llion rrows lies on the rim of the basin, its
inner side being interspersed with patchy oases and clayey flat lands, while
the imnense basin center is occupied by the largest sandy desert in China,
the Taklimakan*, with an area. of rrore than 500 million rrows, a.}:x)ut 85 percent
of which is shifting sands [14, 15].
2)

The Dzungarian (Junggar) Basin (north Xinjiang).

The sandy

deserts and the gobi are distributed in a triangular inland basin.

'lhe

basin center is occupied by a vast sandy desert, the Gurbanti.inggi.it, with
an area. of a.}:x)ut 90 million rrows, of which only three percent are shifting

*Taklimakan is an Uygurian
can never get out."

~rd,

denoting that "once you get in, you
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Map 1.

SKETCH MAP ON DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHINESE DESERTS*
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sands.

The gobi, with an area of about 110 million rrows, again lies in the

rim of the basin [ 16] •
3)

The Neighlx>ring Region between Xinj iang and Gansu.

This is

mainly an intenrontane area with different types of gobi clustered together.
In the peneplaned Bei Shan (Ma-chun Mt.), the desert varnish glitters vividly
on the gravel surface, and is thus called "Black Gobi."

On

the foothills of

the Nan Shan (Ge-lin Mt.), the gravel deposit is thicker, the vegetative
coverage more extensive, and no desert varnish exists.

It is named "White

Gobi" [ 10).
4)

The Qaidam Basin (North Qinghai).

Just as in the Tarim Basin, the

sandy deserts and the gobi are arranged as concentric belts in an elliptic
inland basin.

But the sandy deserts here are quite scattered, while the basin

center is occupied chiefly by salty marshes.

Another outstanding feature is

its location in the northern margin of the Tibetan Plateau, thus being the
highest desert in China [ 17] •
5)

The Alashan Plateau.

This is the southwestern part of the

M:mgolian Plateau (between 94° and 106° E).

Different types of gobi are dis-

tributed extensively on the plateau proper.

'Ihe sandy deserts are mainly

located in three marginal areas:
'Ihe Badain Jaran Desert (western Inner M::mgolia, 42° N, 102° E)
has an area of about 60 million rrows and a close

ne~rk

of compound "sand

' mounts" which may be rrore than 420 meters high, or probably the highest in the
w::>rld.

Anong these sand rrounts, there are many inland lakes [18, 19] •
The Tengger Desert (southwestern Inner 1-bngolia, 38° N, 104° E),

with an area of about 45 million rrows, is characterized by a rrosaic of shifting
sandy dunes and lake basins.
'Ihe Ulan Buh Desert (west-central Inner 1-bngolia, 40° N, 105° E) is

- 5-

locatoo between the Helan Shan, the Iang Shan and the Yellow River, with an area
of about 21 million rrows, of which 39 percent is occupied by shifting sandy dunes.
b.

The semi-desert zone stretches from the Helan Shan eastward to the

W::mtormi.ao (420 N, 1130 E) Burlinrniao
Dingbian (370 N, 1070 E) line.

(410 N, 1100 E) otok (390 N, 1070 E)

The sandy deserts and the gobi are rather patchy.

This zone includes only one region.
6)

Th~

Ningxia-Central Inner M:mgolia region.

distributerl on the

~ngolian

The gobi is widely

and O.rdos Platea.us (about 390 N, 1080 E) .

The sandy deserts are mainly concentrated in the mrthwestern nargin of the Ordos

Plateau, while a number of isolated shifting sandy dunes are scattered on the
Yellow River's valley floor.
c.

The steppe zone exterrls fran the above-mentioned line eastward to the

ea.stern slopes of the Greater Hinggan M:>untains (430-510 N, 1180-1240 E).
definition, there is m gobi in the steppe zone.
separated and nostly fixed by vegetation.
7)

~

By

The sandy lands are widely

regions are recognizoo.

The Eastern Inner lt)ngolia region.

There are three .imp::>rtant

sandy patches:
The Mu Us Sandy land is situated on the southeastern nargin of the
Ordos Plateau, with fixoo sand, half-fixoo sand and shifting sand each occupying
about one-third of the total area.

Large tracts of swampy lowlands lie between

the sandy dunes; they might be reclaimerl for agricultural and pastoral uses [ 7] •
The Onzin--dag Sandy Larrl (45° N, 1130-1160 E) is located at the
northern slopes of the In Shan; 98 percent of its area being fixed and half-fixed
sands [22).
The Hulun-bir Sandy Larrl (48°-5o°N, 116°".""12l°E) is the mrtheasternrrost desert in China.

It features three sandy, rrostly-fixed belts along ancient

and rrodern river channels.
8)

The Eastern Slopes of the Greater Hinggan (ea.stern Inner M:mgolia)
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Mts.

The sandy lands are ma.inly distributed along the Western Liao River with

fixerl sandy dunes intersperserl with swampy low lands.
Kolshin Sandy land (420-470 N, 1200-12SOE).

It is the so-called

It has a better :rroisture condition

and more intensive land utilization than all other sandy lan::ls in China.

Yet,

owing to long-time misuse of land in the Old China, arout 10 percent of the land
has been degraderl into shifting sands [ 23) •
B.

Origin and Evolution of the Dry Climate in the Chinese Desert Region

The sandy desert and the gobi are first of all a product of the dry
climate, while the latter is closely relaterl with geographic location, atm:>spheric circulation, geonnrphic features and other natural factors.

For example,

in the subtropic high-pressure belt, trade winds with very low humidity prevail
all the year round, and the vertical atm:>spheric movement is ma.inly of
subsidence type, resulting in very little precipitation.

In the case

of northwest China, long distance from the sea coupled with the barrier effect
of the Tibetan Plateau and a series of lofty rnountains (Greater Hinggan Mt.,
In Shan, Helan Shan, Gelin Mt. , Tian Shan, Kunlun Mt. , etc. ) play an
important role in the shaping of the arid environment.
According to recent paleo-geographical studies [24J, the dry clima.te in
northwest China was fonned as early as late Cretaceous and early Tertiary.
The Chinese ma.inland was then rnostly under a subtropic high pressure belt,
with northeasterly trade winds prevailing, and the terrain peneplaned, so
that a broad belt of arid zone with subtropic park savanna and semi-desert
vegetation extenderl fran northwest China southeastward to the lower Yangtze
Valley.
Yet, it was not until the onset of the Hima.layan tectonic rnovement in the
middle Tertiary that the modern Chinese climatic regime started to take
shape.

In late Tertifil"IJ, the Chinese ma.inland emerged into a vast subcontinent,

-7-

arrl the Tibetan Plateau was uplifterl on a colossal scale, so that the
continentality of climate was greatly strengthenerl and the m:msoon system well
establisherl.

At that time, the climate in the Yangtze Valley turnerl rroist,

whereas northwest China became even rrore arid.
Baserl up:m recent research '~ks perfonned by the Scientific Investigation Team of the Tibetan Plateau, as well as up::m nany archaeological
excavations in nort.li.west and north China [ 25] , the fo:rming of the dry climate
in these areas are clearly correlaterl with a rapid uplifting of the Tibetan
Plateau.

Fossils of a three-toe horse (Hipparion) of the late Pliocene period,

newly excavaterl in Gyirong (arout 2<F N, 840 E) and other places in the Tibetan
Plateau, are quite analogous with those excavaterl in north China.

Both regions

might have been of a subhumid forest-steppe environment at that time, while the
northwest had semi-arid steppe landscape.

In late Pliocene, the Tibetan Plateau

attainerl an elevation of arout 1,000 m.a.s.l.; the Siberia-M:mgolian High Pressure
was not yet formed, arrl there existerl only a weak high pressure belt near
Lhasa {arout 300 N).

At the errl of the Tertiary period, the Tibetan Plateau

together with its neighboring regions was uplifterl violently.
surface attainerl an elevation of arout 3,000 rn.a.s.l.

The plateau

There oo longer existerl

any forests in the plateau proper, while the weak high pressure belt near Lhasa
was strengthenerl and µisherl northward to about 400 N.

Thus, desertification

in northwest China was greatly acceleraterl; the ancient lakes in the Tarim
and other inland ha.sins dirninisherl or drierl out gradually , and the extent of
the Taklimakan and other sandy deserts might have been considerably enlargerl
at that time.

'lb date, there still exist several ancient dry channels south

of a rrodern network of braiderl channels in the middle and lower reaches of
the Tarim River; the rrost southern one penetraterl deeply into the Taklimakan
Desert arout 80-100 km, it might represent the ancient margin of the desert.

-8-

From late Pleistocene to early Holocene, the Tibetan Plateau and its
neighboring regions underwent violent rrass uplifting again.

Since then, the

Tibetan Plateau has attained an elevation of about 4 ,000 m.a.s.l., the
present vast desert areas have been fonned, and the present Chinese rronsoon
system has been well established.

The winter high pressure center has been

greatly strengthened and pushed northward to its present p::>sition (about 55° N).
From this center, dry and cold winds blow outward in a circular pattern to
the surrounding area.

At about 970 E, they are blocked by the lofty Tibetan

Plateau, resulting in two great divergent wind systems:
and the northeastern.

the northwestern

The former dominates a great part of China during winter

time, while the latter prevails up to the southwestern margin of the Taklirrakan
· Desert, -where it is superseded by the northwesters again (Map 2).
Map 2.

Prevailing wirrls during winter time in Northwest China.
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Thus,

it is dry and cold all over northwest and north China in the Winter.

However,

during surrrner time, the southeastern rronsoons prooaninate, bringing plenty of
rainfall to southeast China.

However, in northwest China and the western p:lrt

of north China, due to long distance fran the sea as well as barrier action
of lofty rrountains and plateaus, it becomes increasingly difficult for the rroist
maritime rronsoons to penetrate westwardly, and hence, fran the greater Hinggan
M:>untains westward, as distance from the sea increases, there appears a
canplete array of steppe, sani-desert and desert landscapes.
The numerical experiments recently performed by Syukura Manabe and
Theodore Terptra [ 26 J draw a similar conclusion arout win:l directions (Map 3) •
The January geq:x:>tential map of the northern hanisphere at 1, 000 millibars
(unit of

at:no~pheric

pressure equal to 1/ 1000 bar, or 1,000 dynes per square

centimeter) with the effects of the Tibetan Plateau includoo identif ies clearly
the Siberia-M:>ngolian High at about 55° N, while the m:x:lel without the effects
of the Tibetan Plateau has its weak high pressure belt at about 300 N.
Since the Holocene, the Tibetan Plateau and its surrounding rrountains have
been continually uplifting (in the Himalayas, the arrplitude of uplifting

might attain 13-14 cm/100 yr) so that the Siberia-M:>ngolian High and the Chinese
M:>nsoon systan have been continually strengthenerl, and the arid climate in
northwest China has tendoo to be ever drier.

Yet, from a human p:>int of

view, the rate of dessication is very low; its impact on the human society
is negligible.

Short-term climatic pulsations and abnorrral climatic phemmena

will exert a m.ich greater influence up:>n human life.

For example, the Hulun-bir

Sandy I.arrl is locatoo at the transitional belt between semi-arid and sani-hmnid
climates and thus is very sensitive to climatic changes [12].
are mainly concentratoo in the sani-arid steppe zone.
since early Holocene.

The sandy dunes

They have been formerl

Generally three buried layers exist in the other-

wise yellowish dune profile in the western suburb of Hailar City, their depths
-10-

Map 3.

January geopotential map of northern hemisphere at 1, 000 rnb*
I.

II.

With effects of the Tibetan Plateau:

Without effects of the Tibetan Plateau:
k

90·

*After Syukura Marabe and Theodore B. Terptra; redrawn by Lin Chen-yu.
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being 55-95 cm, 260-330 cm and 425-525 cm, respectively.

According to

p:>llen analysis, these blackish layers contain large anounts of Selangenela,
Polyp:?diclal, Quercus, Salix and other w:xrly fossil plants, of which Quercus
is particularly abundant.

These fossil plants are a gocxl index to the sub-

humid forest-steppe envirornnent.

Recently archaeologists in north and

northwest China, through excavation, carron dating, and other techniques,
have detennined that the uppennost blackish layer might be from the transitional
period between neolithic and bronze ages (arout 5000-3000 B.C.).

It may

therefore be tentatively concluderl that since the early Holocene (arout
10,000 B.C.) up to about 3,000 B. C., there were three cycles of alternating
semi-arid and subhumid climates.

Since then the semi-steppe envirorunent has

prevailerl again, with a newly depositerl yellowish sandy layer arout 50-100 cm
thick now covering the land surface.
The climatic changes in recent centuries can be identifierl by dendrochronological data.

For example, in the eastern part of the arove-mentionerl

Hulun-bir Sandy I..an::1, analysis of the annual rings of Pinus sylvestris

~,

nongolica revealerl that the mean annual rainfall for the period 1790-1975 A.D.
totalerl arout 360 nm, while instnnnentally measurerl data for the 1961-1970 decade
in Hailar city was 323 nm.

Since 1790 A.D., there have been three drier

periods, namely the early part of the 19th century, the 1850s through 1870s,
and the 1910s through 1930s.

Since 1960, another drier period had been

prevailing (Map 4) •

c. Source of Parent Materials and Pattern of Distribution of Desert
Sands and the Gobi Gravels in China
Under dry climatic conditions, the sandy desert and the gobi are formerl
through the integraterl fluvial-eolian process of erosion (denudation),
transp:>ration, and dep:>sition.

On

such an integraterl process, numerous

outstanding scholars in different countries have performerl many excellent
-12-

Map 4.

Changes in annual rainfall f or 1790- 1975 A.D. period in
eastern p:i.rt of t.l-ie Hultm-bir Sandy I.and*
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studies*, while the Desert Transformation Team, Acadania Sinica, has also
done a considerable arcount of research in China.

Only a few viewpoints are

mentioned here.
l.

Classification of the sandy deserts and the gobi types should be

based upon integration of structures, processes and impacts of human activities.
The gobi might be first divided into
(denudational) and depositional.

~

genetic types:

Again, those can be sul:rlivided into

denudational rock gobi, denudational-diluvial gravel gobi,
gravel gobi, diluvial-alluvial gravel gobi,
etc.

erosional

erosional~iluvial

alluvial~iluvial

sandy pebble gobi,

These gobi types and subtypes are distributed in sequential succession.

For example, in the northwestern Hexi Corridor (39° N, 98°-102° N) where different
types of gobi ·are closely arranged (Map 5), denudational rock gobi and denudationaldiluvial gravel gobi are distributed on the peneplaned Bei Shan (41°-420 N, 940_
97° E) and its footslopes, while diluvial-alluvial gravel gobi are located at its

southern pediment plain.
alluvial~iluvial

Fran there to the Shule River valley, patches of

sandy pebble gobi are interspersed with oases and shifting

sandy lands; again, in the northern slopes of the Nan Shan, diluvial-alluvial
gravel gobi and
On

gravel gobi appear once nore.

classification of the sandy desert types, no comron ground has been

reached so far.
types:

erosional~uvial

In

our opinion, they might be first divided into three

shifting (with vegetation coverage less than 10 percent), semi-fixed

(with vegetative coverage 10-50 percent), and fixed (with vegetation coverage
rrore than 50 percent).

Again they can be sul:rlivided according to gearorpho-

logical characteristics of the underlying ground, e.g., sandy dunes deposited
on alluvial plain, on diluvial plain, on hilly land, e tc.

The third category

*AmJng these outstanding scholars, we should particularly point out
R. A. Bagnold of Great Britian, W. D. Chepil of the USA, J. A. Mabbutt of
Australia, R. capot-Rey and L. Aufrere of France, B. A. Fedorovich and
M. P. Petrov of the USSR.
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Map 5 .

Land types in the Hexi Corridor .
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might be classifierl after sand-dune types, such as barchan dune, longitudinal
dune, dane dune, etc. [2].

Different types of sandy deserts have also their

specific pattern of distribution.

The distribution of the first category of

sandy desert types manifests in itself the law of natural zonation:

mainly

shifting sands in the desert zone, fixerl and half-fixerl sands in the steppe
zone, transitional corrlitions in the intermerliate semi-desert zone.

The second

category of sandy desert types is mainly arrangerl according to geologicalga::m:>rphological variations.

The third category of sandy desert types is

distributerl as a function of prevailing wirrl direction, wirrl velocity, and
urrlerlying grourrl characteristics.
2.

Parent materials of the desert sands and the gobi gravels are mainly

of local orig.in or fran irrrne::liate neighboring areas.

Water is usually the

chief agent for the process of erosion-transp:>rtation-dep:>sition, although
wirrl might be quite imp:>rtant also, and even daninant wherever there are
strong and steady winds, such as in the 1-Dngolian and Ordos plateaus.
Rock debris, gravels, and a small p:>rtion of sands on the erosional
(denudational) gobi are the errl-products of weathering and erosion (denudation) •
They are dep:>siterl in situ or transp:>rterl a short distance through solifluction
and diluviation; rock debris and gravel are generally angular in shape.

On

the

dep:>sitional gobi, gravels are mainly transp:>rterl and dep:>siterl by rivers or
floods; they are rather circular or elliptic in shape.

The winds, acting

on these erosional (denudational) and dep:>sitional materials by deflating,
sifting, and sculpturing so that finer materials are selectively blown away,
leave coarser materials behind, and eventually a barren "gravel surface" is
formed .

Fbr example, on the diluvial gravel gobi near Yumen, gravels rrore

than 10-20 cm in diameter are strewn everywhere; very few fine materials

remain.

For the sake of gathering sands and other finer materials for engineering

and agricultural uses, the local residents have to dig many pits on the gravel
-16-

surface, so as to trap these fine materials which are carried in saltation
and suspension along with the wind-sand stream.

Such a gravel surface-forming

process is one of the chief natural characteristics in the arid region.

It

begins to occur in the southwestern part of the Hulun-bir Sandy land urrler a
semi-arid climate.

Here, owing to a large anount of fine materials having

been deflated away, there remain on the ground mainly small gravels and coarse

sands, though the surface is not yet paved with large gravels as urrler an arid
climate, hence the 1-Dngolian people give it a new name "tala," instead of "gobi."
The "exogenetic" hYtx)thesis for desert sands was once quite popular.

SVen

Hedin aptly concluded that "sands of the Taklimakan Desert have been blown in by
the northeasters fran the IDp Nur region" (410 N, 910 E) [31].

The Russian

geologist V. M. Cinizin believed that the Taklimakan Desert appeared first
in its eastern part and enlarged gradually westward as the dessication process
accelerated [30].

IDcal residents in the Ulan Buh Desert also imagined that

sands in their desert had been blown in by the northwesters from the Badain
Jaran Desert .several hurrlred kilcrneters away.

These viewpoints are certainly

one-sided, or even erroneous.
The desert

sams might be divided

into two groups:

eolian sand (sandy-

dune sand) and non-eolian sand (urrlerlying deposited sand).

The latter are

ma.inly transported and deposited through fluvial process, with sand grains
circular or elliptical.

Their parent rna.terials are weathering residues and

sediment materials in the same &::ainage basin.

In regions with relatively

aburrlant rainfall or with better developed drainage systans, they are
particularly well developed, with sandy lands concentrated along m::xiern or
ancient river channels.

For example, in the Hulun-bir Sandy I.and, the desert

sands cane mainly from the extensive sedimentary Hailar Layer (Q3), and all
rna.jor sandy belts are distributed along rrodern or ancient river channels.
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In the Tarim Basin, huge anounts of weathering residues occur in the
surrounding nountains, extensive diluvial and alluvial sedimental plains are
stretched along fex>tslopes with deposits as thick as 900 m, and,in the
basin center, there are vast alluvial plains which are composed of thick
sediments deposited by ancient and nodern rivers.

All these weathering

residues and sediments, transported and deposited by the Tarim and other
rivers, are a main source of non-rolian sands in the Taklirrakan. Desert.
Again, in the Ulan Buh Desert, non-rolian sands come mainly from ancient

alluvial deposits of the Yellow River in the north, extensive ancient
lacustrine deposits in the west, and thin diluvial deposits along fex>tslopes
of the surrounding hills.
Eolian sands are nainly derived from the neighboring non-·eolian sands,
deflated and deposited by winds.

Their sand grains are often angular in

shape and are corrposed chiefly of fine sand (0.25-0.l nm in diameter) and
zredium sand (0.5-0.25 nm in diameter), the former occupying an increasing
fraction as age of deserts becane older or prevailing winds stronger (Table 1).
The sands carried in the wim-sand stream are thickest in the near-ground ;
layers, the lowest layer (0-10 cm above the ground) usually occupying irore
than 80 r-ercent of total sands in the wind-sand stream (Table 2).

Layers

irore than 70-100 an above the ground carry practically no sand at all, but do
carry silts and clays with grain size less than 0. 05 nm in diameter.*

*It is not~rthy that the loess which is accumulated in the margin
and outside the sandy deserts, generally has a granulanetric composition
of 0.05-0.01 nm in diameter.
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Granulanetric Canposition of Solian Sands in the Sandy Deserts in
China.
_,./ ·

Table 1.

Sandy deserts

Sanpling Sites

f!ulun- bir Sandy Hailar
I.and
Wagong
Mu Us Sandy

Buh Desert

Tengger Desert

Ba.dain Jaran
Desert

Taklimakan
Desert

Table 2.

L0-0.5

-

0.1

-

0.7

Fraction, rrrn
0.5- 0.25 0. 25-0.1

.84.5

""~

0.1-0.01

<0.01

12.3

87 .1

0.6

-

3L8

6L2

6.3

-

'----... - J

~

Ulan

-

Chaban Nor

-

Yulin

-

-

2LO

75.0

0.7

3.3

Gelantai

-

-

trace

95.5

L6

6.9

Dengkou

-

4.5

63.0

24.5

L5

6.5

Shapotow

-

-

-

95.2

LO

3.8

Ibudohu

-

-

0.3

9LO

L5

7.2

Minqin

-

Suhaidu

-

-

0.8

86 . 1

3.1

10.0

Badankirinmiao

-

-

-

90.6

2.3

7.1

Yaparai

-

-

-

96 .8

2.0

1.2

Aksu

-

-

L3

54.4

19.7

24.5

Ka.Shi

-

-

-

78.5

4.8

16.7

land

~lan

>LO

72.1

7. 2

23.0

4.9

~

17

3

8.3

79

LO

Concentration of sands _in different layers of wind-sand stream*

layers (cm. in elevation)
% of total sands

0-10 10-20
79.32

12.3

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

>70

4.79

1.5

0.95

0.4

0.74

nil

*Based upon measurements performed by Ma. Za-dou in
wind velocity of 9.6 nv'sec.
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Ga

Sha Wo, with a

There are three fonns of rrovenent for the sarrl grains in wirrl-sand streams :
creep, saltation, and suspension, of which saltation is the rrost imp:)rtant.
When the velocity of the wirrl-sand stream decreases or they are blocked by
certain barriers, a part of the sand grains will be dropped and deposited on
the grourrl.

The sequence of deposition is:

sands, silts and clays .

coarse sands, me:Uurn sands , fine

On the M:mgolian and Ordos Plateaus, where the

prevailing wirrls are strong and steady and seldan blocked by any barriers,
the sand grains are generally transported far away until blocked and deposited
along footslopes of the rinming :rrountains.

Coarse silts (loess) are carried

still farther, deposited in the margin and surrounding areas of the pl,ateaus
where isopleths of grain sizes are arranged in concentric belts down the
prevailing IX>rthwesterly wirrls (Map 6).

In the Mu Us Sandy land, the granulo-

metric COirg?Osition of the eolian sands also shows a decreasing size trerrl down
the prevailing wirrls.

On the other hand, in the inland basins where the fluvial

process daninates and the prevailing wirrls are not so steady , deflation of the
eolian sarrl alternates with its deposition, distance of transportation is usually
not very long, and variation of their granulanetric COillp'.)sition down the prevailing wirrl insignificant.

Such is the case in the Taklirnakan Desert.

Since eolian sarrl mainly originates in situ or fran irrme::iiately adjoining
areas, its mineral corrposition is quite similar to that of the local urrlerlying
sediment.

In the case of the Ta.klirnakan Desert, in its southern part lx>th eolian

sarrl and fluvial sediment have their heavier mineral fraction COillp'.)Sed primarily

of hornblerrle (occupying 30-72 percent), and secorrlly of mica, epidote and
ore mineral .

It is quite different in the mrthern part where lx>th alluvial

sarrl and eolian sarrl in the Tarim valley are canpJsed primarily of mica (43 . 8

percent) and secorrlly of epidote, with hornblerrle being relatively unimp:)rtant
(20.8- 30.3 percent).

In the eastern part (the I.op Nur region), however , horn-

blerrle becanes important again (38.2- 60 . 9 percent), and it differs fran the
-20-

Map 6.

Granulornetric composition of l oess in the Ordos and Northern ShaanxiFastern Gansu plateaus.
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112°

southern part in having a higher mica fraction (i7 .6-46 .6 percent).

In the

case of the Ulan Buh Desert which is locaterl at the southern slope of the
Iang Shan, its heavier minerals are mainly carpJserl of hornblerrle (34-57
percent) and epidote (16-39 percent), with a srrall fraction of garnet.

In

the Amali.k Sandy Belt (40° N, 105° E) which is locaterl at the irrmerliate
northern slope of the Iang Shan, epidote runs very high (41.0 percent) and
garnet is negligible; obviously it shows that these two neighboring sandy
deserts are divergent in the origin of eolian sand.
Ml

Again, in the case of

Us Sandy Land where a considerable part of the desert sands originates fran

weathering residues, similarity in the canposition of heavier minerals between
eolian sand and underlying bedrock is especially great.

Sandy dunes overlying

Cretaceous greenish-grey sandstones with hornblerrle occupy 63-77 percent of
the area, and those overlying Cretaceous brownish-rerl sandstones with
dominant garnet and ore minerals are quite different in sand color and
mineral cx::>rrp:>sition.
'Ihe pattern of distribution of the sandy deserts and the gobi in

3.

China can thus be sunmed up into two rrodels, with sub-mxlels in each case.
a.

The Inland Basin M:xlel (Centripetal type) simulate corrlitions in

the Tarim and other inland ha.sins.

Fran the surrounding nountains to the

basin center, the sandy deserts and the gobi are arrangerl centripetally and
concentrically.

The fluvial process is rrore important than the eolian process.

The rrodel is diagramned as follows:Surrourrlin
M:>untains

Erosional &
Denudational
obi

Clayey flat
land.s &
oases

Fixerl &
+ half-fixed
sandy lands

Shifting
sandy lands

In the Qaidam Basin and the Hexi Corridor (Map 5) where the sand source is
not ahmdant, salt marshes or clayey flat lands occupy the basin center,
respectively.
b.

They might be tenned as two variants of the rrodel.

The .r.t:>ngolian Plateau M:xlel (Centrifugal type) •
-22-

Fran the plateau

proper to the rimning rrountains and surrounding regions, the gobi, the sandy
deserts,and the loess deposits radiate centrifugally.
eolian processes are important.

Both fluvial and

'Ihere are tv.o sub-rrodels representing the

western arid region and the eastern semi-arid region respectively.
1)

I

In the western arid region (desert and semi-desert zones):

Denudational gobi ~ Shifting or halff ixe1 sand lands
In the eastern semi-arid region (steppe zone):

2)

l

Talal_ - - )

D.

l~~;f=s & Fixe1 ._,_

I

__.) Rimning IvbuntalllS (._- - )

I~::its I

Environmental Changes in the Chinese Sandy Deserts during Historical
Time

As

discusse1 arove, the sandy deserts and the gobi in China have under-

gone significant natural evolution ever since their fonnation millions of
years ago.

Yet, canpare1 with their environmental changes during human

historical time, the rate of natural evolution has been rather slow.
China has a very ancient history and a very large population, and,

hence, Chinese sandy deserts have undergone tremendous and accelerated changes
during historical time.

On

one hand, the Chinese people of various

nationalities have, through agricultural and other measures, change1 waste
deserts into fertile fannlands; up to 1971, rrore than 160 million nows of
fannlands had been cultivated in northwest China while rrore than 300 million
nows of arable lands might be reclaimerl in the near future .

On

the other

hand, exploite1 and plurrlere1 by feudalism, irrperialism and bureaucrat-

capitalism for a very long period, the areas' natural vegetation has been
wantonly destroyed, the fragile desert ecosystem has been turned fran bad
to worse, and many natural hazards such as drought, salinization, and eolian
erosion and deposition have laid increasingly great havoc.
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'Ihese tv.o opposing

processes prevailed in different sandy areas and ·in different historical
ti.mes.

As

a general rule, before liberation in 1949, the people living in

the desert areas were usually forced to retreat before the advancing wllrldriven sands, 'While after that year they have started

to

fight successfully

against the shifting sands, tlx>ugh in local sandy areas there still exist
troubles and failures.
The following sandy deserts are taken as examples to show environmental
changes during historical ti.me.

The gobi, being not conspicuous in historical

change, will be anitted here.
Arid Region.

1.

tributed here.

The sandy deserts and the gobi are extensively dis-

'Ihe natural conditions are rather severe, with natural hazards

(drought , eolian erosion and dep:>si tion, salinization, etc.) doing great
damage.

Key measures for transfonning the region include irrigation, sand

control, and salinity melioration;

to

have or not to have these key measures

usually accounted for the expanding or the diminishing of oases during
historical time.
a.

Bordering regions of the Taklimakan Desert.

On

l:x>rdering regions

as well as in river valleys inside the Taklimakan Desert, irrigation agriculture existed as ear1y as neolithic time.

In the second century B. c.

when Chang Chin visited the "West IX.m:tin," he saw many cities and
farmlands along and inside the desert.

Later, during the West Han, Fast

Han, Tang, and Ching dynasties, irrigation agriculture on a large scale was
developej in these areas.

For example, during the reign of

Han Cho

Ti

(86-74 B.C.) there were :rcore than 500,000 nows of irrigated farmlands arourrl
Luntai and Yuli (Werli) cities in the lower reaches of the Tarim River.

Yet,

owing to natural or human reasons, there have been frequent changes in
these oases and a series of ancient ruins has been witness to these historical
vicissitudes.

Thus, the ancient extensive farmlands around Luntai and Yul i
-24.:.

have now been all turned. into shifting sands, and the fanous ancient IDu-lan
Kingdan, located. at the western side of IDp Nur, has been utterly devastated. into
a wild landscape of yardang and barchan dunes.
The vast shifting sandy dunes in the basin center, under the impact of
prevailing winds (northwesterly in the southwestern part and northeasterly
in all other parts), move slowly southward.

Such a process has resulted. in

a slow southward extension of the Taklimakan Desert.

According to recent

investigations performed by the Desert Transfornation Team, Acadania Sinica,
:rrany ancient castle ruins along the "Silk Road" can be identified. anong sandy
dunes northward to the m:xiern Pishan-Yecheng highway.

Certainly, that busy and

fanous "Silk Road" could not pass through the sandy desert one or
years ago.

~

thousand

But, today it has been buried. inside the sandy desert more than

three to ten kilaneters.
the other hand, fannlands have been increased. rapidly on bordering

On

regions of the Taklimakan Desert ever since the founding of the People's
Republic of China.
more than

In the middle and lower reaches of the Tarim River,

~million

nows of new fannlands have been reclaimai, with

clusters of new oases dotted. along the northern nargin of the Taklimakan
Desert

(Map

7) • However, owing to misuse or overuse of land in local areas,

patches of Populous diversifolia forests and productive meadows have been
destroyed., resulting in acceleration of eolian hazards and salinization both
in soil and in water.

These undesirable side-issues must be checked. and

eliminated promptly.
b.

Northern region of the Ulan Buh Desert.

Accor ding to archaeological

and historical docmnents [28], human activities existed. as early as neolithic
time in the northern region of the Ulan Buh Desert.

During the West Han

dynasty, after defeating the Huns, the Su-fan Prefecture was founded. in
127 B.C.

AmJng ten counties of the prefecture, three were located. in this
-25-

Map 7.

New oases in the middle and lower reaches of the Tarim River.
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Henceforth, it served rrore than 300 years as one of the military

fanning centers in northwest China.

After 140 A.D. the agricultural people

were compelled to evacuate the region, leading to destruction of farmlands
and irrigation systems, with eolian erosion and deposition greatly accelerated
in turn.

'lb

date, ancient tombs of the West

Han

dynasty which have protected

the ground fran eolian erosion stand one meter higher than the surrounding
area, and large tracts of shifting sands are deposited wherever the overlying
clayey layer has been eroded away.

In 981 A.D. Wang Yen-te, an ambassador

of the Sung dynasty to Turpan, passed through the region and observed:

"the

sands are one meter deep, so that travellers cannot ride by horses but by
camels . " However, the shifting sands have not yet reached the Yellow River.
It was as late as the 1930s that as a result of wanton destruction of
vegetation by imperialism and feudalism for rrore than one hun::lred years
the shifting sands touched the western bank of the Yellow River in the
southern suburb of Dengkou city (400 N, 1070 E) for the first time .
Since liberation in 1949, reclamation and transformation v.urk in the
region have made long strides.

Three state farms have been founded, intro-
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ducing water fran the Yellow River for irrigation and planting large patches
of sand-control forests.

1-bre than 200, 000 m:::Ms of new fannlands have been

reclaimErl, with large tracts of arable clayey flat lands awaiting further
develoµnent.

It seans this region will soon be re-established as an

agricultural center in northwest China.

Yet, care nust be taken so that

any undesirable side-effects such as salinization and eolian hazards shall
not be encouraged.
2.

Semi-Arid Region.

In primeval con:litions, only a few patches of

fixed and half-fixed sandy lands existed in the semi-arid region, with
shifting sandy dunes negligible.

Yet, in old China, <:Ming to misuse of

land, large areas of natural grasslands and meadows have been destroyed,
resulting in the wide spread of shifting sands.
where desertification is now most keenly felt.

Really, this is the region
However, it has a much

better natural envirornnent than the arid region; any shifting sandy lands
here will be turned into half-fixed or even fixed if protected and unused
for a few years.
a.

The Mu Us Sandy land.

This is the most notorious exarrple of

"southward movement of the sandy desert" in Chinese history [7] .

Here,

extensive lignitic strata are distributed in the depressions between sand
dunes, sometimes even several meters deep.

On the

tops of flat ridges , there

occur frequently dry black earths, while in the low lands and lower gentle
slopes small patches of Rhamnus erythroxylon and Salix mongolica forests are
still surviving.

It might be concluded that the region has been more humid

during historical times, probably being a vast tract of grassland, spotted
with a considerable arrount of "swarrp jungle."

Traces of human activities

can be found up to neolithic time, and their pattern of distribution shCMs
clearly a temporal sequeoce.
West

Han

Fram the southe:ist to northwest, ruins of the

dynasty exten:l deepest into the sandy lands , those of the Tang

dynasty second, those of the Sung dynasty third, while Ming dynasty ruins are
-27-

distributed in the southeastern margin of the sandy lands only*.

Such a

tE!TipOral sequence has been well correlated not only with spheres of political
influences in different dynasties, but also with different stages of desertification.

According to historical documents, the

Mu

Us Sandy Land was a

fertile luxuriant grassland during the West Han dynasty, with prosperous
agricultural and p:istoral developnents.

In 413 A.D., the Shi Kingdom founded

Tungfan city (the present "White City" in northern Chenpian county (37° N, 109° E),
Shaanxi Province) as her capital with a population of about 200,000.

Its suburbs,

grasslands, and meadows were extensive and the rivers were clear at that time.
It was as late as 828 A.D. that wind-shifterl sands starterl to be deposited in the
city suburbs.

When the city was finally destroyed in 994 A.D., it was

described as already "deep in the sandy desert."
In 1473 A.D. , the Great Wall was built in the southern margin of the
Mu Us Sandy Land.

It serverl as the boundary between pastoral and agricultural

areas at that tine, while large patches of shifting sands appeared in the
agricultural area.

Again, in the middle 19th century, the Ching government

attarq:>ted "to open the MJngolian wasteland."

Iarge tracts of sandy lands

in the southeastern part of the Ordos Plateau were ruthlessly cultivated, resulting
in a further devastation of grasslands and an extension of shifting sandy
dunes.

'!he bourrlary between pastoral and agricultural areas at that tline

rroved northward to the present provincial boundary between Shaanxi and Inner
MJngolia, and the once prosperous Chenpian county turned to be a rather barren
country,with shifting sandy land, half-fixed sandy land and saline lowland
occupying rrore than 70 percent of the total area.

Henceforth, coupled with

the accelerating human intervention, the process of desertification has been
increasing critically.
*Chronology of these dynasties being: West Han dynasty 206 B.C.-8 A.D.;
Tang dynasty 618-907 A.D.; Sung dynasty 960-1279 A.D.: ~ting dynasty 1368-1644 A.D.
- 28-

'Ib

sum up, the process of desertification in the Mu Us Sandy I.and has

lasted rrore than one thousand years since the Tang dynasty, and it has pushed
the shifting sands southward step by step.

Generally speaking, northwest of

the Great Wall critica1 desertification occurrerl between the ninth and
fifteenth centuries, while southeast of the Great Wall a broad belt of 60
kilometers-wide shifting sands was formed during a period of 300 years,
i.e., from middle Ming dynasty to the eve of liberation in 1949.
'Ihis process of desertification, lasting rrore than one thousand years
and stretching rrore than 100 kilometers, is certainly a very critical problem
in environmental degradation.

Since liberation in 1949, the Chinese poople

of various nationalities living in the Mu Us Sandy I.and have taken comprehensive measures to combat desertification, such as planting sand control
forests and shelterbelts, using river water to wash down sandy dunes into
new farmlands, protecting natural vegetation, and improving grasslands.
Some preliminary results have been gainerl that providerl a good start for the
taming of the sandy desert on a large scale.
b.

The Kolshin Sandy I.and.

It enjoys the best natural conditions

arrong all Chinese desert regions, with extensive meadows stretching in the
lowlands and Pinus, Ulmus, Quercus and other trees standing on the fixerl
sandy dunes.

In the iOth century, the Liao Kingdom establisherl herself in

this fertile region, engaging in both agriculture and animal husbandry.
During the Yuan and Ming dynasties, there existerl "tall trees, luxuriant
grasses."

Since the middle of the 10th century up to the eve of liberation

in 1949, however, the sandy land has been subjecterl to ruthless cultivation
and overgrazing, so that in and around the farmlands, pastures, and settlements, the "white sand hills" have expand.Erl from scattererl spots to elongaterl
belts, with shifting sands occupying about 10 percent of the total sandy
area.

In addition, the hazard of eolian erosion and deposition has become
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very severe in and around the sandy area, and spring- 5owing may need to be
repeated five or six times.
Since liberation in 1949, the Kolshin Sandy Land has become an irrq;.ortant
part of the Great Shelterbelt of eastern Inner !vbngolia and western northeast

China.

A series of shel terbelt nets has

been planted inside oases to protect

farmlands and to fix scattered shifting sandy dunes.

The Chang-go-dai

Shelterbelt Experimental Station, since its founding in 1955, has successfully
planted Pinus sylvestris var. M:mgolica on the sandy dunes .

It seems the

Kolshin Sandy Land will soon be established once again as a flourishing area
of agriculture and animal husbandry.
E.

Conclusion

The widely distributed sandy deserts and the gobi in China have taken
shape step by step ever since late Cretaceous and early Tertiary time.

They have

been fo:rmed urrler dry climatic conditions through an integrated fluvial-

eolian process of erosion (denudation) - transi;:ortation - dei;:osition.
pattern of distribution can be simulated in tw:::> nodels:

Their

the Inland Basin

Model and the M:mgolian Plateau Model, each with several sub-nodels.
The recent climatic trend for the Chinese desert region tends to be a
continuation of slow dessication, with minor pulsations of wetter and drier
climates.

Yet, urrler natural conditions, the rate of dessication is very

slow and it might be assumed that within decades or hurrlreds of years,
landfonn, climate and other inorganic natural factors will urrlergo no
significant change.

During historical time, however, the Chinese desert

region has been subjected to increasingly greater human intervention and its
environmental degradation has been considerable .

Therefore, we should

hereafter seriously and wisely handle our extensive sandy deserts and gobi.

They should be used and transfonned by an overall plan entailing corrprehensive
measures and in the light of specific local conditions.
- 30-
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New

large-Scale Agricultural Reclamation in the Tarim Valley
and its Irrpacts on Arid Environment
Chao Sung-chiao
Institute of Geography, Acade:nia Sinica
Han Chin
Ianzhao Institute of Desert Research, Acade:nia Sinica

'Ihe Tarim River*, with a drainage area of about 350,000 sq km, is easily
the largest inland river in China.

It also encircles the largest sandy de sert

in China - the Taklirnakan Desert (southwest Xinjiang).

Yet, in its upper

reaches, it has only three perennial tributaries, namely, the Hotan, Yarkant
and Aksu.

'Ihey join each other at the confluence southeast of the city of Aksu,

with an annual discharge of about 4.98 billion m3, of which, the Aksu River
provides the lion's share, 65.6 percent during the flood season (July-Septanber)
and as high as 97 percent during the lCM water period

(~tober-June).

'Ihere-

fore, fran the confluence eastward and southeastward up to its errl lakes, IDp
Nur and Detama lake, the middle and lower reaches of the

Tarim River, with a

total length of about 970 km and a maximl.lm valley width of about 100 km, are
virtually an extension of the Aksu and are thus identified with the Tarim
Valley (Map 1) •
This is one of the best developed agricultural regions in China.

Irri-

gation agriculture existed there as early as in the neolithic age.

In the Han,

Tang, and Ching dynasties, agricultural reclamation was extensive.

Today,

it is becaning once again one of the ITOst prani.sing regions f or agricultural
reclamation in China.

Yet, current successf ul agricultural reclamation has

also brought adverse impacts on its extremely arid environment, some of
which, such as salinization and desertification, have turned out to be very
critical.

'Ihe present article is a surcmary and an evaluation of these agri-

*"Tarim" is an Uygurian \\Ord, denoting "arable land."
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Map 1 .

Sketch map showing distribution of oasi s in the Tarim Valley.
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cultural successes and failures, with a view

to

suggesting some effective

measures for improvement and ranedy.
A.

Physical Setting

The so-called Tarim Valley, located in the innenrost part of the world's
largest continent, Eurasia, is sandwiched between the lofty Tian Shan and the
irmnense Taklimakan Desert.

It is extranely dry, with a mean annual precipi-

tation of only 10-70 nm (decreasing fran west
culture is impossible without irrigation.

to

east).

Consequently, agri-

Temperatures, however, are fairly

favorable, with 4100-4400 heat units (equal to or above 10° C), a frost-free
season of 185

to

215 days, and an annual solar radiation of rrore than 150 K

cal/crn2 • Wheat, corn, rice, cotton and many other crops can be grown and
it is one of the rrost important long-fiber cotton producing areas in China.
I.and resources are quite rich, with about 8.5 million nows of fannlands

and about 19.4 million
m::MS

m:MS

of unused arable lands, of which 13.1 million

might be reclaimed for agricultural prrposes without too ITD.lch difficulty.

Fran north to south, there are five successive rnajor land types, of which

the third and fourth canp::>se the Tarim Valley proper.
1.

High and Middle MJuntains:

The Tian Shan is CCltlfX:>Sed rnainly of

Palaezoic granite, gneiss and other igneous and metarrorphic rocks, with
crest-lines generally towering about 4,000-5,000 meters above sea level.

On

its slopes with altitudes between 2,000-:-2,500 rn.a.s.l. there are pa.tches of
coniferous forests, while on its higher slopes alpine meadows daninate.
are

ncM

2.

'Ihey

rnainly used as surrmer pastures.
ICM MJuntains and Frontal Hills:

With elevations ranging fran

1000-2000 m.a.s.l. they are badly ercxled and denuded, with slopes covered
thickly with rock debris. Vegetation is very sparse, composed mainly of
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xerophytic shrubs such as Halolachne soongarica, Epherlra przewalskii, Salsola
laricifolia, etc.

They are very poor pasturelands.

Furtherrrore, the frontal

hills are cornposerl mainly of Mesozoic and Tertiary continental dep::>sits rich
in salts and gypsums, which make the salinization hazard all the rrore critical
in the Tarim Valley.
3.

Sloping Diluval Plains:

Upper parts are canposed mainly of diluvial

gravels, with a ground surface slope of ab:>Ut five to ten degrees.
is sparse, and oases seldom seen.

On

Vegetation

the lower parts surface materials becane

finer and the slope gentler (10_50) , and water resources are also much
richer; a string of ancient oases flourishes there.
practically no non-saline soils.

However, there are

For example, in the depression between

the tv.u diluvial fans of Korla and Luntai the top soil layer (1 m deep) has a
salt content of 20 to 50 percent (mainly canposerl of sulphate and chloride).
Salinization is therefore the major hazard which accounts for the wide expanse
of wilderness and the numerous patches of uncultivaterl arable lands inside the
oases.
4.

Flat Alluvial Plains:

I.Dcaterl mainly on the flood-plains and first

terraces, they are corrq;ioserl of Quaternary fine sand and silt dep::>sits.

Before

1949, they were chiefly salty marshes and riparian forests of Populus
diversifolia.

Currently, extensive areas are being reclaima:l and many new

cases have been createrl.
5.

Sandy Deserts:

The northern margin of the Taklimakan Desert, where

shifting barchans and barchan chains 10 to 30 m high dcminate.

In the north-

eastern corner of the Takl.iroakan Desert, however, colossal corrpowrl longitudinal
and traverse dunes of 100-150 m occur frequently.

'Ihere are also numerous

abandonerl ancient river channels neighboring the Tarim Valley.
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B.

Current Large-Scale Agricultural Recla.nation and Its Historical
Background

In the Tarim Valley, irrigation agriculture existed as early as 5000 years
ago.

In the second centw:y B. c. , when the farrous ambassador Chan Chin visited

the "l.Yest Dana.in" he saw many prosperous cities and farmlands in the Tarim
Valley.

later, during the Han, Tang and Clling dynasties, irrigation agriculture

was further developed.

For example, during the reign of Han Cho Ti (86-74 B. C. )

there were m:>re than one-half million m:>ws of irrigated farmlands arourrl the
city of Yuli alone.
frequent

c~ges

Yet, owing to natural and human factors, there have been

in these oases, and a series of ancient ruins has

witness to these historical vicissitudes.

been the

Thus, the extensive ancient farmlands

arourrl Yuli have now turned into shifting sands, while the farrous I.ou-lan
Kingdan, located at the western shore of I.op Nur has now become a
wild landscape of yardang and shifting harchan dunes.

Before 1949 flat

alluvial plains along the Tarim River ·w ere e ssentially dominated by salty
rrarshes and wild jungles.
Since the founding of the People's Republic of China, a large-scale
reclarcation m:>vement in the Tarim Valley has been launched.
years, farmlands have been m:>re than doubled.

In less than 30

The rost succe ssful reclarca~on

v.urks have been perfonned by groups of state fanns.

Fran 1957-1977, thes e state

f anns reclaimed m:>re than one million rows of fannlands.

Thre e reclarcation

areas can be identified.
1.

One group of state fanns has

w::>rked on the so-called Aral

Recla.nation Area, stretching from the confluence downstream;(to Hadaton.

I t has

now about 0.7 million nows of newly reclaimed farmlands.
2.

From Hadaton downstream to Kala lies an area of low flat alluv ial

plains covered densely with swanpy meadows and j ungles of Populus diversifolia.

Now, it is principally a pastureland, with about 0.2 million nows of
-38-

newly reclaimed fannlands.
3.

Another group of state fanllS has

Tarim frcrn Kala downstream to Takanlik.

YAJrked on the lower reaches of the
'Ihis reclamation area has rvw about

0.3 million nows of newly reclaimed fannlands.
All these state fanllS have been found.ed in salty rrarshes or amid
tarnari.x sand dunes.

After 20 years of transformation, these infertile wild-

lands have been turned into flourishing oases.

Just as the local inhabitants

point out, they are "pearls glittering along the rrargin of the Taklimakan
Desert. II

Adverse Irnpa.cts on the Arid Environment

C.

Karl Marx has once warned us that "nature will take its re'Veilge for every
attarpt to transform it." Especially in an

extremely arid environment such

as the Tarim Valley, the ecosystem is quite fragile, and its balance is delicate,
any change in quantity and quality of river discharge or un:1ergroun:1 water
or any change in vegetation cover will inevitably trigger great change in the
total environment.

Thus, current large-scale agricultural reclamation has brought

about a series of adverse inp:lcts, some of which are briefly described as
follows.
1.

River Discharge:

big river.

The Tarim River in its- natural condition is quite a

According to an historical document, in 1823 A.D. its channel was

so wide and deep that boats might sail on it easily.

Since the end of the 19th

century, irrigation agriculture has been greatly increased, resulting in a
gradual decrease of its discharge.

Yet up to 1957, a year just before current

large-scale agricultural reclamation, annual discharge of the Tarim at Aral
anounted to 4. 98 billion m3, which gradually decreased downstream, with about
1.1 billion m3 at Kala, and only a very small quantity arptying into the
lake.

Detama

Hereafter, owing to current large-scale reclamation and irrigation as well
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as reservoir-building, in 1977 there was only about 3.0 billion m3 of annual
discharge at Aral, and about 0.5 billion m3 at Kala, while the river channel
below Tikanlik became entirely dry.
Tarim and

~ngi

are

T011

Farmlands in the lower reaches of the

facing a shortage of irrigating water.

Seasonal distribution of river discharge has also undergone great changes.
Before 1957 at Aral flood season discharge occupiErl 62.2 percent of total
annual discharge and the low water period, 12. 7 percent; while in 1977, they
occupiErl 66.9 and 3.0 percent, respectively.

During the low water period,

nearly all riverine water is divertErl into irrigation canals, and the Tarim
River channel serves as a drainage canal only.
the other hand, mineralization in Tarim riverine water has increasErl

On

greatly.

According to a series of actual measurements at Kala in 1960,

mineralization in riverine water variErl within the ranges of 0.33 to 1.28 g/l,
while in 1977, mineralization in low water periods increasErl fran 2.5 to
3. 5 g/l.

2.

Inland lakes:

The well-krx:Mn "warrlering lakes" which the Tarim-

Konchi river system once anptiErl into are in reality the twin-lakes of Lop
Detama lake.

Nur

and

They are both locatErl in a wide, shallow depression which

originatErl from nee-tectonic m:wanent during the Quaternary time.

They

have migrated or "wandered11 between 390-410 Nand aao-910 E ever since their
fonnation.
Lop

Nur

In the beginning, the Tarim-Kongi river systan anptiErl into the

which had an area of water surface about 20,000 sq km and a depth of

about seven to eight meters.

About two thousand years ago, however, with the

opening up of southern channel of the river systan, the second lake, Detama,
was

fonne::1.

In the early years of the 20th century the northern channel

gether with Lop

Nur

once entirely driErl out.

to-

However, in 1921, the main channel

of the Tarim-Kongi river systan migratErl to its oorthern branch again, resulting
in the disappearance of the Detama lake and reappearance of Lop
-40-

Nur

which had a

water surface area of about 3,000 sq km.

In 1952, for the sake of diverting

riverine water for irrigation as well as for flood control, the Tarim and
Kongi were finally artifically separated.

The fonner flowed into Detama.

lake which had an area of water surface of 88 sq km, an elevation of lake
surface of 855 m.a.s.1., and a water depth of 30-40 m; while the latter emptied
into Lop Nur which had an area of water surface of 3006 sq km, and elevation
of lake surface of 768 m.a. s .1. and a water depth of alx>ut one meter.
Fran the above-mentioned, these wandering lakes have been changing their
locations and dimensions accordingly as the Tarim-Kongi river system changes
its main channel and discharge.

The disappearance or dwindling of one lake

will lead to an emerging or enlarging of another lake.

Yet, urrler natural

conditions these twin-lakes have never dried out at the same time.

It was only

after 1972 when the lower Tarim-Kongi channel entirely dried out that the
Detama

lake was reduced

to

a vast expanse of yardangs and salty marshes, while

simultaneously the Lop Nur became an aT1pty "Great Far" as seen from the Landsat*.
The perennial Bosten Hu, located in a fault trough and being the end lake
of the Kaidu River as well as the source lake of Kongi, shows another example
of water level and mineralization changes.

Since 1957, owing to decreasing

input of the Kaidu, increasing input of drainage waste water, and loss from
eva:r;:oration in an arid envirornnent, the water level of the Bosten Hu lowered
from 1048.20 m.a.s.1. to 1047.21min1975, while mineralization of lake
water increased fran 0.25-0.39 g/l to 1.4-1.5 g/l in 1975.
3.

Underground Water:

Since 1957, rrost large-scale reclaimed areas

have had their underground water level raised fran alx>ut five to eight meters
below ground surface

to

one to tWJ meters below ground surface (Map 2) • For

example, rrost newly reclaimed farmlands in the Aral Reclamation Area had an
*National Aeronautic and Space Administration, "Mission to Earth:
Views the World," Plate 309. Washington, D.C., 1976.
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Landsat

Map 2.

Un::iergrourrl water-level in Aral Reclamation Area.

A. 1958

B. 1973

A.

~=:i < Im

rz2l
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m 1-2 m m 5-IOm
lillIIJ 2- 3 m

B.
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k=~ <Im

IIIITII 2-3m

~l-2m

~3-5m

underground water level of a.rout four to six meters in 1958, but in 1973,
48 percent of the area had underground water levels of less than two meters .
Such a sharp raising of underground water levels has certainly great repercussion in soil salinization which_in turn seriously affects agricultural
production.

However, since 1976, rrost of the state farms have managed to

maintain urrlerground water levels below 1.5-1.7 meters.
Mineralization of underground water in the irrigated areas has generally
been lowered.

Before 1957, rrost newly reclaimed farmlands had mineralization

of underground water as high as 3-10 g/l, or even 10-30 g/l; nCM, with
increasing input of fresh riverine water mineralization has been generally
lowered to 1-3 g/l or 3-10 g/l.
On the other hand, in the neighboring rxm-irrigated (and thus non-reclaimed)

areas, underground water levels have been lowering and mineralization increasing
(Map 3).

It is estimated that from 1957 to 1977 underground water levels in

non-irrigated areas have gradually lCMered by
five meters.

two

to three or even three to

In same areas, such as East River Beach in the lower reaches

of the Tarim, serious degradation of underground water quantity and quality
has even jeopardized the living condition of local inhabitants.
4.

Soil:

Coupled with great changes in rroisture condition, soil-fonning

processes have been greatly affected.
has become a critical problem.

As

In heavily irrigated areas, salinization

soon as the virgin lands are cultivated

and irrigated without drainage, 1;:he underground water level will rise up
sharply; originally non-saline soils will be quickly salinized, while originally
heavily salty soils will decrease somewhat in salinity.

For example, in the

Twelfth State Farm which is located at the converging belt between the Hotan
delta

~

Tarim floodplain, from 1958 to 1973 the mean underground water l evel

has risen from 4. 6 m beneath ground surface to less than 2. 0 m.

Non-saline

desert forest soils decreased from 60 , 300 nows to 18,000 rrows, while heavily
- 43-

Map 3.

Mineralization of urrlerground water in Aral Reclamation Area.

A. 1958

B. 1973

A.

a
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salty Tamirix soils also decrease:l from 76,400 m::>ws to 2,600 nows; again, from
1974 to 1977, with the introduction of better drainage as well as other
agricultural measures, underground water levels have been stabilize:l (about
1.4-2.0 m beneath ground surface) and the salt content of the top soil horizon
(one meter deep) has decrease:l from about one percent to less than 0.4 percent.
In non-irrigate:l areas, desertification has been greatly intensifie:l.
On

the first terrace and flood plain along t..1-ie Tarim, marshy soils and meadow

soils with characteristic glei-horizon are often seen underlying desertifie:l
rreadow soils.

The area of shifting sarrls has also been greatly enlarge:l in

the Tarim Valley.
5.

Vegetation:

According to historical docurrent, the riparian forest

of Populus diversifolia with large wild flocks of tiger, leopards, deer,
goats, etc. was extensive along the Tarim below the confluence
only one hundred years ago.

Even in 1958, such a "green corridor" still

stretched uninterruptedly on the first terrace along the Tarim River.

But,

fran .1958 to 1978, about 56 percent of the virgin forests were devasted, chiefly
by cutting for fuels and burning for cultivation and partly by salinization,
desertification, and lowering of the underground water level.
Degradation of water quantity and quality has also resulted in degradation
of rreadows and grasslands.

For example, Puwei area of Yuli district was for-

rrerly a luxuriant meadow pastureland, but, from 1967 to 1976, it has been degraded
to a poor desert pastureland, with vegetation covering only two to four percent of
the surface.
D.

Outlook

China as a wmle is a rrountainous and hilly country with a very large IX>Pulation; with about seven percent of .the total farmlands in the world, she has
to feed about 25 percent of the total p:>pulation and each Chinese fanrer on an
average occupies only 0.15 hectare of farmland.
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Therefore, agricultural reclarn-

ation with a view to enlarging fannland is quite a necessity in China and the
Tarlin Valley is certainly one of the zoost pranising reclamation areas.

It has

contributed much to food production during the past 5,000 years, especially during
the last 20 years; it will certainly contribute even roore in the future.

Yet, in order to make better use of natural resources in the Tarlin
Valley as well as to avoid any adverse impacts on its arid environment, the
following neasures should be taken:
1.

An overall plan for agricultural reclamation.

hensive neasures should be adopted:

A series of canpre-

first of all, engineering \\Urks for

irrigation and drainage; secondly, to plant shelterbelts; thirdly, to control
salinizaticn and to i.rcprove soil fertility; and lastly, to establish a larger
and better agricultural base.

Any transfonnation plan and neasures should

also be handled in the light of specific local conditicns.

upper section

(Aral

For example, the

Area) should be primarily used for food production and

secondly, for pasture and forestry; the middle section (fran Hadaton downstrean to Kala) mainly for pasture and forestry, with only a small portion
of land for agricultural use; while the lower section (below Kala) would be
used mainly for fCXJd production again, secondly for pasture, with only a
&nall portion of land for forestry .
2.

A better irrigation systen.

Water is very precious in an arid

envi±omrent, yet tmder the present irrigation system in the Tarim Valley,
owing to severe percolation and leakage through irrigation canals and sandy

fannlands as well as to high evaporation rate over water bodies (chiefly
five shallow reservoirs located on the flCXJdplain) about 77 percent of
irrigating water has been wasted, while the renaining 23 percent which enters
the fannlands has again been partly wasted by over-irrigation.
m::M

About 1500 m3/

on the average has been used for irrigaticn, whereas according to a

scientific calculation, 500 m3

m::M

is quite enough in the Tarim Valley.
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Such a tranem:lous waste of water has also made salinization and water-logging
hazards all the more serious.

Thus, a better irrigation system will certainly

meliorate these hazards and greatly increase the irrigated acreage.
3.

To control salinization.

Saline soils have been treated nav

chiefly by artificial leaching and saretimes by growing paddy rice for first
few years.

Other agricultural measures, such as leveling of croplands,

building up strips of higher sowing beds, etc. have also been practised.
Since 1974, a better drainage system has been introduced.

Yet, so far,

salinizatian is still the chief limiting factor for agricultural prcrluctivity
in the Tarim Valley.

In the Aral Reclamation Area alone, rrore than 55, 000

maws of croplands have been abandoned due to salinization.

Therefore,

canprehensive rreasures (with a better drainage system as a key measure) for
controlling salinization should be urgently pranoted.
4.

To control desertification.

At the present, sare tree shelterbelts

and grass mulches have been planted to combat shifting sands.
measures are still far fran enough.

These meliorating

Probably the best way to control deserti-

fication, besides planting rrore shelterbelts and grass mulches, is to have a
better irrigation and drainage system, to control salinity effectively and to
protect as much as :i;ossible of the natural shelterbelts and mulches - the
riparian forests and meadcws.
5.

To improve soil fertility.

Presently fanning is still quite extensive

and not much fertilizer and green manures have been used.

This is parti-

cularly critical since agricultural soils in the Tarim Valley are mainly
composed of quartz sands with very low fertility.

One effective measure for

improving soil fertility as well as to control salinity is to use a considerable :i;ortion of farmland (e.g., 20-30 percent) for rotating leguminous grass
and green manures.
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